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Gypsum

The transition to models
of circular economies is
complicated by the many
entities that enable and
influence the production, use
and disposal of plasterboard.
In Finland, approximately 95%
of partition walls are built out of the
construction material plasterboard,
which is hardly reused and only partially
recycled. As a result, a large amount of
virgin gypsum stone mined in Spain and
manufactured into partition walls ends
up in Finnish soil.

Methods
This research employs ethnographic research
methods, taking inspiration from new materialism
approaches, in order to understand alliances,
compromises and negotiations between humans
and non-humans. This clarifies the current state
of plasterboard in the construction industry and
creates possibilities for construction material
producers, deconstruction managers, property
developers, architects, and people living in
buildings to imagine sustainable alternatives.
I follow plasterboard across professions, from
extraction to disposal and beyond, including:
• 7 direct observations (incl. production factory,
building sites, demolition sites, recycling
facilities and landfills)
• 42 semi-structured interviews
• 2 guided workshops with stakeholders

To design circular economy
strategies for plasterboard,
we must first understand
the construction material’s
life as part of complex
systems of humans and
non-humans.

What is the matter with
leadership?
• Least expensive, easiest-to-source
products and established methods
continue to be used
• Responsibility for sustainability is
shifted amongst stakeholders
• Feelings of disempowerment
undermine possibilities for a
systemic understanding of
construction materials and the ability
to imagine change

Conclusion
• Material agency approaches in design
research enable systemic and dynamic
understandings of construction materials,
which help stakeholders reflect on materials’
purpose and place in their built environments
• Visual narratives of the life of plasterboard,
from extraction to disposal and beyond,
convey the complexity of construction
materials’ lifecycles and reveal opportunities
for further research focused on materials for
the building industry
• As plasterboard and its network move
towards ‘healthy’ circular economies,
multi-level design strategies consider nonanthropocentric perspectives of construction
materials. This includes the ethics of involving
plants, minerals and animals in the life of
plasterboard.

Reflecting on plasterboard
can support the design
of systemic sustainability
transitions for the construction
industry more broadly.

What is the matter with
circular economies?

What is the matter with
plasterboard?
• Chemical and mechanical challenges
limit reuse and recovery
• Intricate assemblages of partition
walls make the material unsuitable
for disassembly
• Reliance on Spanish gypsum
quarries, located more than 4000km
away, increases environmental
impacts through raw material
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